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ESCO

Nemisys® Tooth System 
For 160-Ton, 200-Ton and 250-Ton
Class Plate Lip Hydraulic Excavators     
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Nemisys® tooth system for plate lip hydraulic excavators
Developed for 160-ton, 200-ton and 250-ton excavators, the Nemisys system is in a class by itself
ESCO® offers the field-proven Nemisys mining tooth system as a direct upgrade and replacement for the 
SV2® system and competitor weld-on systems for plate lip hydraulic excavators. Operating on over 700 
machines worldwide, the Nemisys system has demonstrated market leadership in reliability, site safety and 
enhancing machine performance.

The Nemisys system features hammerless locking mechanisms for greater safety and easy replacement, 
while the slim contoured profile improves bucket loading and reduces fill energy. The system is also known 
for reducing or eliminating unplanned downtime, providing major improvement in cost reduction and 
balancing machine maintenance cycles.

The Nemisys® 
system provides 

unsurpassed reliability 
and simplified replacement 
for less maintenance and 

more machine 
uptime.
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Improved productivity
Increased machine availability
Longer part life and superior retention 
results in fewer planned and unplanned 
G.E.T. replacements.

Advanced adapter protection
The new top and bottom wear 
caps provides exceptional adapter 
leg protection to ensure extended 
system life and performance. The 
same wear cap is used in all 3 
locations, simplifying replacement 
and reducing inventory.

Engineered to outlast
Premium materials and precision 
manufacturing provides unsurpassed 
durability and reliability.

Fewer crusher shutdowns
More reliable locking system greatly 
reduces the odds of crusher shutdown 
due to tooth loss.

Abrasion point

Nemisys straddle 
leg adapter

Nemisys point

Single-sided hammerless
lock for excellent retention
and easier removal

Slim profile points improve
penetration and productivity

Nemisys center adapter

Nemisys 
wear caps
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Nemisys® system is engineered to outlast
ESCO® alloys provide exceptional balance of hardness and  
toughness for unsurpassed reliability and performance

Brinell hardness
Extremely accurate method of measuring the hardness of steel by pressing a  
chromium-steel or tungsten-carbide ball into the smooth material surface at a standard  
load pressure. The hardness is expressed as a Brinell Hardness Number (BHN).

Longer wear life
Despite the Nemisys point weighing 15% less than the comparable Hensley® point,  
initial testing indicates up to 12% longer wear life due to its enhanced profile and  
superior ESCO alloy.

Alloy hardness, toughness and blade weights are indicators of point wear life and are for comparison purposes only and do not constitute a guarantee. Installation, 
operating conditions, wear and tear, and maintenance are factors outside the control of ESCO and will affect product performance. Components were purchased, 
measured and lab tested for comparison purposes. Hensley is a registered trademark of Hensley Industries and is not affiliated in any way with ESCO Group LLC.
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Competitive systems are no match for  
the Nemisys hydraulic excavator offering
Lower surface and interior hardness can lead to accelerated wear and
more frequent replacement and machine downtime

Section view of Nemisys N90S Self-sharpening and wear-indication recess

Section view of Hensley® XS340SD

Brinell Hardness chart
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Over 65% of Nemisys® system users have 
elected to install Nemisys products on 

additional machines.
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Nemisys® system outperforms with less weight
Nemisys system is the optimal replacement for SV2 system
The reduced weight and lower profile of the Nemisys system can increase digging 
performance and payloads, while reducing machine wear and tear.

When comparing the G.E.T. weight of a 5-position lip, the Nemisys system provided  
significant weight savings compared to the SV2 system.

Nemisys tooth system weighs up to
10% less than the equivalent SV2 system.

Reduced maintenance
Fewer parts replacements
Superior wear metal utilization and 
premium ESCO alloy result in long- 
lasting points.

Faster parts replacements
Integral locking system enables rapid 
parts replacement using standard hand 
tools or cordless tools.

Fewer lip rebuilds
Increased protection of the lip leading 
edge, larger thrust bearing areas  
and optimized lip transitions for  
reduced stress.

Minimal training required
Intuitive, common lock across the 
Nemisys system, with audible “click” 
to confirm engagement. Teeth can be 
replaced by a single crew member.
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Our goal is to move earth as safely, 
quickly and inexpensively as possible.
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